SHRM Senior Certified Professional (SHRM-SCP®) Power
Prep Course
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•
•

1-Day In-Person
3-Week Virtual
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•
•
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•
•

Recertification*

•

In-Person

•

3-Week Virtual

•
•
•
•

Leadership & Navigation
Ethical Practice
Business Acumen
Consultation
Critical Evaluation
Relationship
Management
Communication
Global & Cultural
Effectiveness
Communication
HR Expertise
(HR Knowledge)

SHRM: 36 PDCs
SHRM: 36 PDCs

Program Overview
Do you need help preparing to take your SHRM-SCP exam? The SHRM-SCP Power Prep Course will help
you learn to apply your knowledge of the SHRM Body of Competency and Knowledge (BoCK) to the
SHRM-SCP exam.
This one-day interactive course introduces several key learning techniques aimed at helping you prepare
for the exam. Learn to make the best use of your study time, implement strategies that help reinforce
learning and memory, and apply practical test-taking tips for passing challenging multiple-choice exams.
Participate in individual and group exercises focused on mastering the SHRM-SCP exam’s two types of
multiple-choice questions: stand-alone knowledge-based items that assess a candidate’s knowledge and
understanding of factual information, and scenario-based situational judgment items that assess a
candidate’s judgment, application, and decision-making skills. Take an in-depth look at situational
judgment items, how they are created, and how to respond using your knowledge of the BoCK. By the
end of the program, walk away with a customized study plan that fits your study style and timeline.
Program Benefits & Features
• Led by highly experienced and engaging SHRM-certified instructors
• Classroom environment provides networking opportunities
• Sample test questions and periodic process checks keep you confident in your breadth of
knowledge while focusing on exam content at the SHRM-SCP level
• The virtual seminar delivery option allows real-time Q&As and chats between virtual seminar
participants, providing a dynamic virtual classroom experience
*Visit shrm.org/educationalprograms for the most up-to-date recertification credit
details.

•

All virtual classes are recorded in their entirety for viewing at your convenience.

Learning Objectives
By the end of the class, the learner will be able to:
• Apply effective test-taking strategies to practice exam items
• Adopt useful techniques for reinforcing learning
• Craft a study plan best suited for your preparation style and timeline

*Visit shrm.org/educationalprograms for the most up-to-date recertification credit
details.

